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Chapter 5 
 

Vanna Lavinia felt the weight of her unread cables with the force of a 

migraine. She had stacks of reading to do, starting with the flashing 
red messages from Jeff Mutton. The presence of so much unread 

information mocked her. Hadn’t she perfected the fine art of 
delegation? Why was Mutton sending security concerns to her when it 

should have been the other way around?  
Her system of delegation worked as follows: visa issues she sent 

to Belvedere, who forwarded them to Marshall Clements, and political 

issues went to DB, whose out-of-office reply reminded her that 
Martin Tinker was covering for the senior political officer. Media 

inquiries went to Phil Potts in public affairs, who spent hours blowing 
into that ridiculous Sousaphone of his in preparation for a parade 

that would never happen. Management issues she forwarded to Storp 
who added them to a three-inch stack of printer paper, and 
intelligence, what there was of it, went to No-lips in the office that 

wasn’t there. So that now, having undone Mutton and his security 
anxiety, such delegation should have left Vanna free to practice the 

high art of diplomacy: deciding whom to invite and whom to snub for 
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the glorious re-opening of the Club Soda disco on Thursday night. But 
how could she concentrate on important things like that with security 

issues threatening to ruin it all? 
A call from Pervis Mayflower interrupted. “Sheikh al Bafarti, 

line one,” the secretary said, and hung up before Vanna could have 
her take a message. Calls from Sheikh al Bafarti had become a game 

of cat and mouse. Pervis would tell her the sheikh was on the line, but 
when Vanna picked up, a smooth-voiced secretary at The Green Truth 
would ask her to please hold.  

Not acceptable! 
Sheikh al Bafarti was an important contact, yes, with interests 

in banking, politics, construction, security, and the news. But Vanna 
Lavinia was the Representative in her assigned Province of the 
Representative in the Holy Kingdom of the President of the United 

States. Vanna was the Consul General! Vanna had made it clear to 
Pervis that she held the line for no one. Yet every time Pervis 

forwarded a call from Sheikh al Bafarti’s office, a smooth-voiced 
young man instructed Vanna to please hold.  

She stared at the phone, afraid to touch it. She watched the line 
flash, despising that little red light. How she dreaded being put on 
hold! Finally she punched line two and ordered Pervis to take a 

message from the caller on line one. “This afternoon, get the sheikh 
on the line before putting the call through.” 

“The sheikh’s on line one,” Pervis said. 
“He is not on line one.” 

“Which line is he on?” 
“He’s not on any line.” 
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“Oh. What did he want?” 
“I don’t know what he wanted.” 

“Why didn’t you ask him?” 
Vanna exhaled heavily. “Look, I think I know what he wanted. 

Just make sure he’s on the line to ask for it before you put the call 
through.” 

Sheikh Mohammed al Bafarti wanted what dozens of her other 
best contacts wanted: a visa. The sheikh’s request was a source of 
great interest for Vanna because Al Bafarti could be a formidable foe. 

Board member for a dozen important enterprises and Director 
General of The Green Truth—the Kingdom’s most widely read 

newspaper—the Sheikh could raise the rabble against the United 
States. His singular voice could ruin her efforts to win hearts and 
minds and impress her masters in Washington. More importantly, 

resolving al Bafarti’s visa situation was key to her own invitation to 
join the Saudi entourage in Crawford, where she could flatter and 

schmooze the kind of people with the power to make her an 
Ambassador. 

 
Vanna hadn’t risen to the top of the American diplomatic corps by 
ignoring detail. She paid attention to the little things, especially the 

perceived slights of her colleagues. These she registered in a thick 
ledger stored beside her desk in the sturdy Mosler safe intended for 

classified material. The ledger was a record of all the obstacles she 
faced as a ravishing young female climbing the ladder of a 

traditionally male world. Vanna hunched over the ancient book, 
hidden by the piles of unread cables stacked on her desk, and flipped 
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through the pages recalling the weaknesses of her staff.  
The ledger included entries against senior aides like Gary Storp 

and insignificant JOs like Marshall Clements. Storp’s history of zero 
insubordination, she reasoned, suggested the Management Officer 

had something to hide. And by denying visas to top-level contacts, the 
impudent Clements threatened the very social ladder up which Vanna 

intended to climb. He was jeopardizing her ticket to Crawford, which 
in turn jeopardized her Ambassadorship to Oman!  

Colonel Windsock she gunned down for hiding details as he 

staffed up the Office of Overseas Predator Strikes, and No-lips she 
dinged for total secrecy on his intelligence activities. Martin Tinker in 

Political was written off as bumbling and inept, while DB’s 
impeccable service was damned by his absence. Vanna interpreted 
Pervis’ presence as a sign that someone in DC was out to sabotage 

her, and speaking of Washington she certainly hadn’t forgotten Larry 
Porcas, the lowly IT troll in orange Harley-Davidson suspenders 

who’d shorted out the international phone line during a conference 
call with important people at Fourth Branch! How she boiled to know 

she’d never lay eyes on Dr. Meddler’s notes, damn his confidentiality. 
What a ledger he must have! What she wouldn’t give for a glimpse of 
its pages! 

Speaking of pages, where were the media reports highlighting 
her grandeur? It was nothing but negative press for her. Look at the 

coverage of her fashion show, which the media portrayed as an infidel 
attempt to corrupt Saudi feminine virtues. The Commission for the 

Promotion of Virtue and the Prevention of Vice had lodged a formal 
complaint! The Ministry of Foreign Affairs had threatened to declare 
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her Persona Non-Grata! The list of infractions for Phil Potts was 
lengthy by comparison to the list of his successes, which she didn’t 

bother to track. Too bad Mr. Potts was an old-timer with a long 
history promoting democracy in dangerous places, and an even 

longer list of friends back in DC. There was little she could do to 
destroy him as he spent his time puckering and blowing into that 

ridiculous Sousaphone of his. 
One officer she would have the pleasure of destroying, however, 

was Jeff Mutton. All his noise about security, his insistence on 

installing barbaric protective measures, razor wire, sand bags, jersey 
barriers; security, security, security, all of it threatening to make the 

U.S. government look bad. And if the U.S. government looked bad, 
she looked bad. And one thing Vanna Lavinia could not tolerate was 
looking bad. In the ledger Mutton took it on the chin for every 

damaged petal of every damaged flower sent by her contacts and run 
through his screening apparatus before they reached her. Oh, yes. 

Vanna meant to reign in Mutton’s security concerns, or see the man 
destroyed. 

But first she had these bothersome cables from the Department 
to read. The cable Mutton flagged about the Hajrayn bombing 
troubled her most of all, because it carried major implications for 

security. Job security. Were she to lose an employee to an act of 
terrorism before she’d taken action, she could kiss goodbye any hopes 

of making Ambassador. Desperate to convene a Full Emergency 
Action Response meeting, she punched four digits on her 

speakerphone and tapped her nails impatiently waiting for Pervis to 
answer.  
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“Consul General’s office,” the secretary said. 
“Pervis!” 

“Can I help you?”  
“Pervis, it’s me.” 

“I’m sorry, you’ll have to speak up.” 
“Pervis!” Vanna yelled. “Convene the FEAR. ASAP!” 

“I’m sorry, but this connection seems to be very bad-”  
Vanna cursed and yanked the phone from the cradle. 
“-Sorry. But that kind of language is not appropriate for a call to 

the American Consul General’s office,” Pervis said, and clicked off. 
Burning with desire to convene the FEAR Committee before her 

career went up in flames, Vanna rose quickly, crossed yards of 
Persian carpeting, and yanked open the door. 

“Pervis!” 

“Yes, ma’am?” 
“We need to convene the FEAR.” 

“The what?” 
“The Full Emergency Action Response Committee.” 

“Oh, dear,” Pervis said. “Just a moment.” She began clicking 
around and squinting at her screen. 

“Never mind,” Vanna said. “Never mind.” She turned on a heel, 

stormed into her office, and sent a quick e-mail insisting that Pervis 
convene the FEAR. That would cover her should anyone be killed by a 

terrorist attack before the committee could meet. 
Having taken this decisive action Vanna drove her golf cart past 

the cats to her residence where she slipped along the walkway, 
cursing the crow guano underfoot, and tangling her shoe in a pothole. 
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She sat down to a lunch of broccoli soup, diced cucumbers, and a 
glass of white wine. Over lunch she added the names and crossed out 

the names of people she wanted and didn’t want to attend the 
reopening of the Club Soda and other parties she planned to enjoy. 

She rang the bell and her Yemeni houseboy, Ahmed, brought out a 
no-flour cake. Two hours later Vanna returned from her working 

lunch to find that the committee still had not been convened. 
“But you said, ‘never mind,’” Pervis said. 
“That was before my email requesting the meeting. Before.” 

“So you’ve changed your mind?” 
“No, I did not change my mind. I never… Please, just set up the 

meeting.” 
“When would you like to have it?” 
“ASAP.” 

“Let me see.” Pervis clicked around, her arthritic old hands 
moving interminably slowly. “You have the American Ladies at 3:00; 

hair appointment at 4:30; Atkins Zen at seven. Tomorrow it’s the 
Butter Without Bread club meeting and a conference call in the 

morning, lunch with the al Razaks—you depart at noon. The 
afternoon is marked ‘personal time’.” 

Vanna sighed. She was forever being called upon to make 

personal sacrifice in service to her country. “Move the hair back to six 
and cancel the meditation. Convene a mandatory FEAR Committee at 

four pm sharp.” 
“That gives them just over an hour.” 

Vanna relaxed. In one hour, the FEAR Committee would hear 
the recommendations of the Diplomatic Security Officer, and any 
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failure by her staff to stay alive would fall squarely on Jeff Mutton’s 
shoulders.  

 


